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As human-centred design comes head-to-head with technology,  
two architectural firms are splicing biophilia and digital innovation  

to augment a modern healthcare and wellbeing experience.

To create the most soothing wellness and healthcare experiences, 
designers are delving into biophilia: access to and imitation of nature, 
which is purported to reduce stress and aid recuperation. But as 
technology becomes an increasingly important factor in today’s 
spaces, how can these two seemingly opposite forces – one physically 
natural, the other synthetically digital – find harmony? 

Richard Does of DesignInc and Sigurdur Thorsteinsson of Design 
Group Italia (DGI) believe the task is made easier by the tendency 
towards smaller, subtler and more integrated technologies (let’s forget 
the iPhone X for a moment). Both DesignInc and DGI have worked on 
recent biophilic health-related projects; the latter responsible for the 
experiential design of The Retreat Hotel, a new venue nestled into the 
natural lava formations of Iceland’s Blue Lagoon. Together with the 
building’s architects, Basalt, DGI also designed the interiors. 

“Blue Lagoon epitomises the relationship between the natural and 
the man-made,” says Thorsteinsson. The geothermal spa is located 
about 45 minutes drive from Reykjavik. The lagoon may appear to be 
one of Iceland’s many organically formed hot springs, but its mineral-
rich water – which is reputedly beneficial for sufferers of skin ailments 
– actually arrives from a nearby geothermal power plant, Svartsengi. 

DGI relied on biophilia to “visually soothe the nerves”, says 
Thorsteinsson. He’s referring to an interior palette derived entirely 
from the surroundings, whose colours blend with the real landscape 
that penetrates the space through sweeping windows. And – since 
the place is a spa, after all – there are various ways to physically 
interact with the environment, from bathing to skincare rituals using 
ingredients harvested from the water. He says: “A friend told me his 
blood pressure immediately drops when he steps inside the building.” 

The design team also wanted to honour Blue Lagoon’s technology-
reliant origins; you couldn’t drill the holes to reach the revered water 
without it. “The building wasn’t meant to disappear; that would 
be imitating nature. We wanted a distinctive man-made object in 
sync with nature.” What does disappear, though, is the technology 
employed to enhance The Retreat’s biophilic elements. “We initially 
thought technology would play a much more dominant role, but in 
the end we downgraded and concealed it.” Save for some decorative 
features, all lighting, for example, is hidden. Iceland’s sunlight has 
a warmer-than-average colour temperature, Thorsteinsson notes. 

Emulating nature’s golden hue, DGI worked with Liska lighting 
design to conceive a system that sits behind each bedroom’s acoustic 
silencing ceiling: a man-made take on Iceland’s sound-dampening, 
moss-blanketed landscape. When the light is switched off, the source 
is invisible. Operable manually or via a tablet, the system makes 
it possible to achieve accurate shifting colour temperatures from 
sunrise to sunset. “You could also introduce other colours, but that 
wasn’t the aim. This project isn’t about technology for technology’s 
sake; it’s about the feeling you get from technology.” 

While The Retreat capitalises on nature’s beauty, DesignInc’s 
Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) is planned around landscaped 
courtyards. “Biophilic design is important for achieving patient 
wellbeing,” says Does. “A healthy environment assists in a faster 
recovery.” He believes the need for biophilic design will only increase 
as cities become denser and green space becomes a premium. 
“It’s important that architecture extends the landscape into the 
building’s interiors.” 

RAH reportedly tops the Australian charts in sustainability and 
technological innovation. While some developments are conspicuous – 
as a patient, it’s hard to miss a robot delivering your food, for example 
– Does says since “advancements are often invisible to the public 
eye, it’s important for designers to visually interpret biophilia in the 
application of shape, texture and sunlight. RAH is conceptualised as 
a park within a hospital. This theme of nature permeates every aspect 
of design throughout the hospital and its landscape, be it material, 
pattern, image or form.” 

Thorsteinsson, meanwhile, sees a lack of forethought about how 
technology is integrated into interiors. “In the early phases of a 
project, technologists and engineers often run the show. Every 
discussion becomes about tech. Interiors should be about humans, 
not tech. Things go wrong when supporting roles try to take the lead. 
Technology has advanced so quickly; you can do almost anything 
you want. That’s when things become difficult. People don’t know 
what to do with it. That’s the phase we’re in now. We need humanists  
to guide how technology should be applied.” 

 
 
designinc.com.au,  designgroupitalia.com

human vs. nature
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Natural
Inclinations

The Royal Adelaide Hospital’s entry cloister is defined 
by a tree-inspired steel structure and geometric leaf 
pattern, which creates a dappled shadow onto the 
stone floor. Within the cloister are organically shaped 
concrete and timber seats that protrude from the floor 
like tree roots, while the reception desk is inspired by 
a fallen tree trunk or a crawling root.

–

Page 160-163: The Retreat Hotel takes its inspiration from its mossy, water-steeped landscape, photos: Blue Lagoon Iceland. 
Above: The entry cloister at Royal Adelaide Hospital, photo: Phil Handforth. Opposite: Facade graphics for Royal Adelaide Hospital  

are by artists Deb Jones, Christine Cholewa and Rachel Harri, photo: Sandor Duzs.
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